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A CONCEPTUAL PROPOSAL FOR THE NDC

The Mexican Republic
Requires a Renaissance
by the LaRouche Youth Movement in Mexico

The following document was prepared by the LaRouche Youth to have any referent in production and came to be conceived
of simply as an issue of monetary profit. As a result, the entireMovement (LYM) in Mexico for the National Democratic

Convention (NDC) convoked by Andrés Manuel López Obra- world economic system based on free trade is now in the
process of collapse, reflected in the speculative bubbles ondor for Mexico’s Independence Day, Sept. 16, to discuss what

comes next in the battle to save Mexico from its current path the verge of explosion (like the real estate bubble), in financial
derivatives, or the illegitimate debt of Third World nations.towards disintegration. The document, published as a beauti-

ful 16-page pamphlet (available at www.wlym.com/~span Humanity is now in a very dangerous period, such that if
we do not change the beliefs that have governed us to dateish), was translated into English by Gabriela Arroyo and

Hector Antonio Rivas, Jr. from the LYM in the United States. regarding those fundamental concepts with respect to man,
we will plunge into a New Dark Age.

The fascist system known as globalization is controlledThere has been no period in history in which a society
was so conscious of the necessity of a change in the by the same Synarchist bankers that in the past created and

financed Hitler, Mussolini, and Franco, and today seek toprevious form of thinking, as in the Renaissance.
—La Edad de la Fe (The Age of Faith), impose their lackey Felipe Calderón in Mexico to continue

with this world policy of genocide, with more social austerity,Anne Fremantle
and the so-called privatizations. For this reason, American
physical economist Lyndon LaRouche has unleashed aLet us not forget that you cannot put new wine in old

bottles; the mentality of our people has now changed worldwide fight, especially in the Democratic Party in the
United States, to return to the tradition of Franklin D. Roose-and that is most important, because when the mentality

of the people changes, everything changes. . . . velt and expel the Nazis from the government: the stupid and
clinically insane George Bush, the sociopath Vice President—Excerpt from Andrés Manuel López Obrador’s

response to the TRIFE ruling (Federal Electoral Dick Cheney, and their controllers such as the banker Felix
Rohatyn and the financier George Shultz, who are capable ofTribunal) recognizing Felipe Calderón as President.
creating a nuclear Third World War in the middle of a collapse
of the international financial system. This is why it is urgentOn Aug. 15, 1971, the world completely changed. That

was the date that the international economic-financial system that they be removed from their positions.
But this change in economics and politics did not comeshifted in a way that affected the whole world, with a variety

of repercussions felt in every corner of the planet. Today about on its own. It also involved a social perspective, located
in a theory called the “post-industrial society,” which arguesthese repercussions are reflected in many different ways, and

Mexico is experiencing one of them. that human beings no longer needed production of technolog-
ies; that we had already reached our limits in that area, andAfter this change occurred, the word “economy” ceased
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Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr.

This is explained more clearly in LaRouche’s “Triple
Curve” of today’s collapse (Figure 1). You have exponentialThe cover of the new LaRouche Youth Movement pamphlet.
growth in the curve which represents financial aggregates
(stockmarket, illegal debt, financial derivatives, etc.), tools
used to obtain profits quickly—in themselves—without anythat we would have to now build a society in which services

would be the primary referent. This insanity, which first direct reference to production.
The second curve represents merely monetary growthstarted as a social theory, became an economic theory, and is

what currently prevails. which, as can be observed, is insufficient for the level of
looting done through financial aggregates. This level of loot-The ’68er generation—also known as the Baby-Boomer

generation in the United States—were the youth who were ing is seen in the lower part of the graph, which refers to the
capacity that the physical-economic process has to sustain amanipulated by the crises of that era: the assassination of

moral leaders worldwide, the threat of nuclear war, the repres- population. Last year, the Lower House of the Italian parlia-
ment, which approved LaRouche’s proposal for a New Bret-sion of political movements, etc. The psychological crisis

thus created became the breeding ground for acceptance of ton Woods, put out the official numbers: $400 billion in fi-
nancial aggregates versus $41 billion of global GDP (grossthese ideas, as absurd as they may have seemed. The so-called

social engineering did its job. domestic product).
All the money in the world together could not sustain theThe problem is reflected very well in the words of the

stupid President of the United States, George W. Bush: Who growth of these financial aggregates!
With this in mind, if we now talk about the real “nationalcares what the next generation thinks of you, if you’re not

going to be around anyway? This way of thinking of “the problem,” while at the same time failing to make changes at
the international level, there will be few things, if any at all,here and now” is the cornerstone of the current world crisis.

Very simply, youth were induced to accept a culture of soph- that can be done internally. It is at this point that “the politi-
cians of the old system” will say: “Don’t talk to me about theistry, without any idea of the future, and therefore without

the necessary moral courage to fight for humanity. This is problems in the world. Tell me how to solve my local prob-
lem! Me, Me, Me!” This “me,” dear politician, is the sameprimarily seen in the upper 20% of the population. What mat-

tered was to possess things—get as much as possible, as easily recurring mentality we mentioned above. But much more sig-
nificant in our country is something called Caciquismo—theas possible, and the faster the better. Their mentality was just

that. That is how they grew up, and today this is what we have mentality which imprisons the cacique, as if in a fish bowl,
so he cannot see the causes of the problems that reside outsideas the generation which governs.
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the permanent encampment established in the city by the non-
violent resistance led by Andrés Manuel López Obrador.

To one of the questions from the Mexican encampment
on how to enhance the revolution of conscience that ex-Presi-
dential candidate López Obrador proposes, and how Mexico
can undertake economic change and restructure the institu-
tions in the sense that López Obrador is discussing,
LaRouche responded:

“Part of the answer to this is often in what appears to be
negatives. Look, the so-called Hispanic-origin minority in the
United Staes is the largest single minority group in the United
States, designated as such. It’s a mixture of people who have
been in the U.S. for two or three generations, down to people
who are illegal immigrants today. This is mixed with people
from other parts of South and Central America, of course, but
it’s the northern Mexico tier which is most heavily repre-
sented. Now, if there is not development in Mexico, and if the
U.S. is going through an economic crisis, which would be a
social crisis, then the conditions of the people on both sides

FIGURE 1
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of the border are such that you have an internal security risk
within each nation, and across the borders. Absolutely uncon-
trollable risk. So anybody who is not going to do something
about this, should be sent to prison, where they’ll have timehis fiefdom. This is just like the people who think that the

crisis in Mexico has nothing to do with collapse of the world to think about it, eh? Because we cannot tolerate this.
“Now, what’s happened—López Obrador has alreadyeconomy.

So, if we really want to solve the problems of our country, said, and it’s valid, because I recognized the thing immedi-
ately, even before he said it. We just happened to collide inwe are going to have dump the old way of thinking—other-

wise, we will never solve anything. LaRouche and his youth saying the same thing. What you have in Mexico today is
a replication of the occupation of Mexico by the Emperormovement are spearheading the battle to mobilize the popula-

tion and change the system. In the same way, we will have to Maximilian. That is, the same kind of forces, the same forces
which were imposed on Mexico by the combined British,combat that mentality which has brought us to accept this

policy of the ancien regime. The youth of this generation, the French, Dutch, and Spanish fleet, and with the Austrian pig
stuck on the throne; that is what is happening now with theso-called “no future generation,” are going to have to take

leadership, not just to solve our own problems, but for future case of Calderón. To stick a Maximilian on the throne of
Mexico, while you have a Benito Juárez in the form of Lópezgenerations as well. The LaRouche Youth Movement as-

sumes that leadership as its mission, not only as nationalists, Obrador, associated with the people—this is an explosive
situation for the entire hemisphere of the Americas. And any-but as what the poet Friedrich Schiller called “Citizens of

the World.” body who wants to force the Calderón dictatorship, which is
what it’s supposed to be—whether that’s Calderón’s intentionThe objective of this document, presented in and for the

National Democratic Convention, is to provide those concep- or not, I don’t know. You want to force that on Mexico?
You’re going to blow up the hemisphere! And the hemi-tual elements needed to make a true change in our country—

not only to restore our Republic, but to create a Renaissance sphere’s ready to blow!
“The key thing is, we’ve got to look at the fact of thein that which is its most important asset: its citizens.

matter. What can we do about this? Well, I say we have to get
both Cheney and Bush out now. The grounds for doing so—A Repeat of the Occupation by Maximilian

During an international webcast Sept. 6 in Berlin, Ger- look, Bush is clinically insane. He manifests that, it’s an open
secret. It’s not even an open secret any more, it’s a sewer,many, heard by audiences in that city, as well as in the United

States, Russia, Belarus, Ukraine, Peru, Colombia, Argentina, it’s an open sewer. Cheney is a sociopath, who’s committed
crimes. Why not just impeach the pair of them, and get rid ofBolivia, Israel, and Iran, LaRouche commented on the Mexi-

can Presidential crisis. In Mexico, the webcast was viewed in them? Send them back to Crawfish Ranch or something.
“We have to do it! You see, the times have come whenSonora, Nuevo León, Guanajuato, Tamaulipas, Baja Califor-

nia Norte and in the Federal District (Mexico City), where it you can not bargain and solve a problem within the terms that
are given. You sometimes have to step outside the definitionwas transmitted directly to the LaRouche Youth Movement’s

encampment in front of the Monument to Benito Juárez (Pres- of the problem, and change the problem, rather than trying to
solve the problem. In this case, if we can’t solve the problem,ident of Mexico, 1861-1863 and 1867-1872) which is part of
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then we’re not willing to solve the problem, we can’t mobilize In order to achieve a renaissance in our Republic, we
require a profound comprehension of the nature of man,it, we may have an absolutely hopeless situation! Civiliza-

tions have gone to Hell before, and this one can go to Hell where the difference between man and animal is not defined
as a biological issue, as if to be human means to simply be atoo. We’re on the edge of it. We’re on the edge of it, if we don’t

do something about it. We’ve got to get Bush and Cheney out union of molecules, and you would have to ask, “with what
molecule am I speaking with right now?” The difference liesof there now! They should be impeached immediately. And

any Democrat or Republican who won’t do that, is an idiot.” in the principle of cognition, which has allowed man to will-
fully increase his numbers by making discoveries of universal
physical principles, applying them to the technological andThe Role of the Nation-State in a Global

Collapse artistic development of his society. Understanding develop-
ments in technologies is what permits us to increase the effi-The objective of the fight within the history of mankind

has been to develop the happiness of the individual, and this ciency of the productive process in order to sustain a grow-
ing population.has required the creation of the best form of government

which exists, which is the sovereign nation-state, with institu- Now that we see the degradation and danger in which
the institutions find themselves because of the oligarchicaltions which represent principles such as the Common Good,

which encompasses ideas of economy, science, and culture system called “globalization,” led by the Synarchist Interna-
tional which seeks to impose a policy of genocide throughfor the development of the physical and creative well-being

of the population, present and future. puppets such as Calderón in Mexico, there is a higher neces-

Juárez in 1982
In May 1982, Lyndon LaRouche visited Mexico andThe Return of met with his friend, the then-President José López Portillo,

who asked his visitor what the predatory bankers of WallOperation Juárez
Street and others had in store for Mexico. LaRouche an-
swered, that they have the intention of destroying Mexico

In 1865, President Benito Juá- with financial warfare by the end of the year; his forecast
rez and Mexico were living was borne out precisely.
through their worst moments. At the request of a group of nationalists around the
The invading army had ex- Mexican head of state, LaRouche published his report
pelled Juárez from Mexico “Operation Juárez” in August 1982, in which he called for
City. His army had suffered the formation of a debtors’ club, to eliminate the illegiti-
defeats in which they lost the mate debts of South and Central America, and reorganize
most important cities to the the legimate debts in the form of long-term, low-interest-
French. The Hapsburg Em- rate credit, in order to invest them in infrastructure and
peror Maximilian urged Juárez advanced technological projects.
to make a truce, and even of- As LaRouche explained recently: “That report was the
fered him a position within the manual guiding my part in the subsequent, August-Octo-
empire. Some of those who ber 1982 defense of Mexico, against the attack from spe-
were allied with him begged cific alien forces. These were forces which were in fact

Library of Congress

Benito Juárez

him to accept; Juárez refused, and insisted upon the uncon- descendants of the same Europe-based financier interest
ditional withdrawal of Maximilian from Mexico. on whose behalf France’s Napoleon III had deployed

At that moment, in April 1865, Juárez wrote a letter to Habsburg Maximilian’s Nazi-like occupation and looting
his family which began with a reference to the Civil War of Mexico. . . . Those French troops left under U.S. orders.
in the U.S.A.: “I praise and applaud Mr. Lincoln’s inflexi- . . . That U.S. order led to the downfall of the tyrant Maxi-
bility, for his victory will be all the more beneficial, though milian, and made possible the restoration of the legitimate
it come later, than an earlier peace won by sacrificing hu- government of President Benito Juárez. Those were the
manity.” And he concluded: “There is no option but to historical circumstances of the 1860s which I adopted as
continue the struggle with what we have, with whatever precedent for the title of my August 1982 document “Oper-
we can, and as far as we can.” ation Juárez” [www.wlym.com]. . . . That “Operation

It is understandable that Benito Juárez has always been Juárez” report reflects the essentials of my continuing poli-
the worst nightmare for the Synarchists in Mexico, espe- cy for the Americas today.” (LaRouche, “My Unique Role
cially in combination with Abraham Lincoln in the U.S.A. in the Americas,” June 30, 2003)
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sity to fight for a new world economic system that recognizes being of the population, and not those diseased monetary
parameters that have nothing to do with reality. This is what hethe sovereignty of each nation, with governments and patri-

otic institutions which return to the interest of the people, as calls Potential Relative Population Density. This function
measures population density per square kilometer relative toLópez Obrador is doing. Here we should look back to history

and retrace the path taken by those personalities whose moti- a geographic zone (natural resources, fertile soil, climate, etc.)
and the technologies created in a beautiful culture under thevation was to leave behind a legacy for the continuous im-

provement of society. nation-state, at the same time creating the necessary potential
for the generation of new technologies over the long term.The concept which emerged in the form of the modern

sovereign nation-state was an axiomatic departure from impe- For example, how many people could we sustain on Earth
without the technologies that we have discovered to date? Werial forms of governments, in which the concept of Truth does

not exist, but rather the idea that each people is distinguished would probably not have developed beyond the few million
who lived in those civilizations that only had fire as theirfrom another by so-called “popular opinion,” manipulated to

accept and defend their slavery, just like those who defend means of generating energy, compared to the almost 7 billion
human beings living on this planet today. Have you ever askedfree trade.

From this idea of nation arises the idea of national econ- yourself why it is that rabbits, despite their reproductive capa-
bilities, haven’t increased their numbers into the billions? Theomy. As the German-American economist Friedrich List said:

“The nation is the mediation between the individual and hu- answer doesn’t lie in their sexual activities, but in the unique
creative qualities found only in human beings, which permitmanity.”
us to discover and apply the principles which lie hidden in
our universe, and to use them for the benefit and progress ofThe LaRouche-Riemann Method in

Physical Economy humanity and the universe itself (see box “Dynamics vs.
Energy”).The LaRouche-Riemann

method improves in an es-
sential way the American Vernadsky and the Infrastructure

of the NöosphereSystem of Political-Econ-
omy (which will be ex- One of the functions of the nation-state is to meet the

physical necessities of its citizens, understanding this as infra-plained later). The funda-
mental discovery of structure projects which guarantee transportation, energy,

water, work, housing, health, education, etc. Let us focus on aLyndon LaRouche is the
functional relationship be- national plan for agroindustial development for the following

two generations. This plan would take about 25 to 50 years,tween technological prog-
ress, and growth of the including amortization. Let us remember that we have two

types of infrastructure, according to Russian biogeochemisteconomy and the popula-
tion. LaRouche resolved Vladimir I. Vernadsky:

1. Maintenance of, and improvement in the way we helpthis connection with the
Bernhard Riemann

mathematical physics of Berhnard Riemann, treating econ- nature so that it can function and prosper in ways it would not
have done otherwise without human intervention, such as:omy as a multiply connected dynamic process (instead of the

mechanistic view of statistics currently used by economists), greening of desert areas, systems of irrigation, greenhouses,
etc.where what defines economic growth are the technological

leaps created by the application of new discoveries of physical 2. Artificial infrastructure, but as an integral part of the
environment, essential to insure a certain standard of livingprinciples in the universe. In that manner, the new economic

stage is incommensurable with the previous one; that is, all and human progress.
This is the result of what Vernadsky called the Nöopherethe economic relations of production and social relations

have changed. (human cognition) as a geological force dominating living
processes, in the same way that life, over many centuries, hasThe first distinction that must be recognized in the sci-

ence of physical economy as established by its founder, the been dominant over non-living processes. Vernadsky said
that these are the three phase-spaces of which the universeGerman scientist Gottfried Leibniz, is that human beings

pursue happiness, and because of this, we are distinct from is composed: the abiotic, the biosphere, and the nöosphere,
where the difference between the abiotic and biotic is theanimals. Therefore, the growth of our economy, as well as

that of our population, will depend on that difference, which principle of life, and the difference between the biotic and
noetic is the principle of cognition. These principles, as econ-permits us not only to utilize and distribute wealth, but also

to generate it. omist Lyndon LaRouche has said, are invisible to our senses
because they occupy the entire universe, which at the sameIt is this wealth, generated by man, for which LaRouche

has defined a physical metric capable of measuring the well- time is self-bounded by these principles.
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The action of mankind’s nöosphere manifests itself in the advancements which will permit us to continue to discover the
laws of the universe, turning them to the benefit of our society.development of projects to construct new cities, highways,

hydroelectric plants, development corridors, dams, nuclear
power plants, magnetically levitated rail, etc. For example, Credit as the Flow of Development

All set! Now, if the mind is prepared to think in terms ofthere is the PHLINO and PLHIGON project, which consists
of taking water from the South, where you have flooding, to physical economy, you might be thinking that these projects

are possible, but that the famous “Don Dinero” (“Mr. Money-the North, where the problem is a lack of water; and in this
way, be able to create productive jobs (see Box “Dynamics bags”) isn’t around to pay for them. But we can comfort our-

selves with the knowledge that the economy is not money.and Energy”). We also need to build new cities in different
states of the country where no technological development One of the characteristics of the sovereign nation-state is

that there is a national bank owned by the state—not a privateexists, and yet we could have a city equipped with what is
necessary to maintain its population. In principle, it is to en- central bank—able to generate credit to finance whatever is

necessary for its growth, and since we’re talking about thesure that every citizen has the means necessary for his or
her physical, emotional, moral, and intellectual development. population’s wellbeing, it doesn’t matter if it’s something

very expensive (monetarily), because the physical-economicThat is how the future will become the measure of the present
in the economy. We need to think of aerospace projects, re- advantages embedded in it are far greater.

We need to generate productive credit at interest rates ofsearch in plasma physics, fusion energy; in general, those

3. What happens to the byproducts of these forms of
energy production?

4. How many human beings can be sustained decentlyDynamics vs. Energy
with that level of technology?

5. How much energy can be obtained per unit of mass
Think for a moment about how to generate enough energy (per kilogram)?
to move heavy industry (steel, petrochemicals, manufac- 6. How are we developing new discoveries in the pop-
tures, etc.), supply the population (housing, offices, gov- ulation (increase in creative capacity)?
ernment buildings, trains, medical centers, etc.), and Review the accompanying table and resolve your
enough energy to have technologically advanced systems doubts.
of agriculture that would free man from the slave labor of If you have resolved the problem, you would have
having to spend all his time producing them. The idea of realized that the best is solar energy, but—Careful!—not
creating efficient processes in less time and with higher in form of solar cells, but in nuclear reactors, either of
rates of production, is what in physical economy we call processed plutonium or fusion.
energy flux density. Here, what matters is not the generated So, if you still don’t understand: Our future is the Sun!
energy measured in calories, but rather how you generate
it. That is to say, measure the intensity and density per

Estimated Electrical Energy ofunit area.
Different FuelsFor example: The effect of repressing people by throw-

ing buckets of water on them isn’t really the same as direct- Fuels KW/h per Kilograms of Fuel
ing a powerful water stream at them from the hose of a

Solar Panels Have no constant generation; not quantifiable.
water truck! Or compare the power that hundreds of light-

Wind Mills Have no constant generation; not quantifiable.
bulbs generate to the power concentration generated by a

Biomass .75±.5
laser. That is why when we think of energy for the General

Wood 1.0
Welfare, we have to think in terms of energy flux density.

Charcoal 3.0
Suppose that we have to generate our energy based on

Petroleum Derivatives 4.0
the use of: a) solar panels; b) windmills; c) biofuels; d)

Natural Gas 6.0
wood; e) petroleum; f) natural gas; g) nuclear material; h)

Natural Uranium 50,000.0
hydrogen (in fusion reactors).

Enriched Uranium 250,000.0
Let’s answer the following questions:

Processed Uranium 3,500,000.0
1. What quantity of material in tons, would be neces-

Processed Plutonium 5,000,000.0
sary to produce that energy?

Hydrogen (Fusion) Yet to be established
2. Where would such material be obtained?
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1 to 2%, through our National Bank, of course, so as not to in the world—opened its doors on Dec. 12, 1791, based on
the following principles:depend on loans from the International Banking cults which

have sacrificed millions of human lives every year to their • Hamilton refers to the Preamble of the U.S. Constitu-
tion, that obliges the Congress and the government to “defendgod, Don Dinero. That is why the State has to take control of

the banking system, to regulate it. Recall the actions taken by the General Welfare.”
• A National Bank is required to increase national wealth,former President José López Portillo1 in times of crises.

As you know, the major part of our banking system today which promotes “the productive powers of labor” (agricul-
ture, manufactures, infrastructure) with credit as a govern-is foreign-owned. This is a key aspect of the political fight

waged by Lyndon LaRouche—to clean up the institutions as mental institution.
• The capital base of the National Bank should not beLópez Obrador recommends so they can return to the princi-

ple of the defense of the General Welfare. This credit is not limited to the existing volume of precious metals, but should
include Treasury notes from the United States government.inflationary, since it is backed by infrastructure projects that

will pay for themselves through the jobs created, rather than Thus, the issuance of credit can be extended as deemed appro-
priate to realize the economy’s productive potential.by incurring unproductive debts or phantom investments that

never contribute anything to society. • The promotion of inventions and “mechanical im-
provements.” New plant and equipment are necessary for in-This is why we need a new economic system as proposed

by Lyndon LaRouche—a New Bretton Woods with fixed dustry. This can be achieved through credit from the National
Bank, state subsidies and contracts. These self-initiated im-exchange rates in which every nation can create sovereign

credit. provements contribute to the expansion of manufactures and
industry, thus creating new employment and ensuring the sale
of domestic products in the internal market.The American System (Protectionism) vs. the

British System (Free Trade) • Protectionist measures are legitimate and necessary
against cheap foreign imports, to protect domestic produc-Before we begin this outline of modern history, we need

to stop thinking of history as a collection of horror stories tion, which is still in the process of growth and is not capable
of competing internationally. Nonetheless, protectionist tar-narrated by a villainous nanny, who conditions her victim’s

mind not to recognize the real actors in real history. Because iffs should not delay the process of development, but rather
should have a stimulating effect.of the difficulties in founding a sovereign state in Europe

outside the yoke of the traditional oligarchical systems, the These measures allowed the United States to emerge from
its grave crisis.Americas was chosen as the site for the founding of the first

modern nation-state, based on the ideas of the Renaissance. Next in developing this system was Mathew Carey, who
met in France with Benjamin Franklin (1706-1790), whereThus the first modern republic was consolidated as the United

States of America, which won its independence from the Brit- Carey was in exile because of Britain’s occupation of Ireland.
Later Carey travelled to the United States and met with Frank-ish economic system, to then fight for and establish what only

a few know as the American System of Political Economy. lin again in Philadelphia. From that point on, Carey continued
the tradition of Hamilton and polemicized against AdamThe key figure of the American System was Alexander

Hamilton (1757-1804), who served as Treasury Secretary Smith, calling him “the Oracle of Delphi of political econ-
omy.” Thus against Smith, Carey developed the followingfrom 1789 to 1795 under American President George Wash-

ington. Hamilton wrote three reports dealing with economic maxims of political economy:
• Industry is the only true foundation of virtue, happinesstheory (see www.larouchepub.com): “Report on Public

Credit” (1790); “Report on a National Bank” (1790); “Report and greatness; and in all its useful forms and figures, it makes
an imperious clamor for government protection.on the Subject of Manufactures” (1791). Under Hamilton, the

Bank of the United States—the first national bank of its kind • No nation has ever prospered without the protection of
its domestic industry.

• Around the world, in all eras, wherever proper incentive
1. On Aug. 16, 1982, Mexico confronted bankers and international financial for industry has been duly provided, humanity has been uni-
interests. President José López Portillo was faced with the choice of declaring formly industrious.
a suspension of debt payments and nationalizing the banks, after financial • Whenever nations find themselves in a situation whichauthorities demanded that the oil price be lowered by $10 and refused to buy

violates these principles, it is imperative that their govern-oil in advance, to allow for payment of debts coming due. The decision
was made to nationalize the banks and impose total exchange controls. The ments apply such remedies, to correct the evil as the nature
President sated, “. . . Therefore, to address the clash between public and of the situation may require.
private interests, there was no option but to make a nationalist effort of such • A free government is not happiness. It is only the
radical characteristics as those we announced in September 1982, when we

means, when used wisely, through which, with certain re-nationalized the banks and imposed exchange controls. There should be no
sources, happiness is assured.standing with arms crossed, but imposing, as we did, exchange controls. It

was that, or accepting the complete undermining of the power of the Nation.” • The interest of agriculture, manufactures, and com-
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ish: “The English national economy has
as its objective to manufacture for all
the world, and to monopolize all manu-
facturing power even at the expense of
its own citizens’ lives, to keep the world,
especially its own colonies, in a state of
infancy and serfdom through political
administration as well as the superiority
of its capital, its ability and its navy. . . .
The English national economy is pre-
dominant; the American national econ-
omy only aspires to be independent.”

Adam Smith says that wealth is at-
tained when each individual, pursuing
his or her own interests, makes the na-
tion prosper. Therefore, he argues, any

Library of CongressLibrary of Congress attempt by the state to guarantee the
prosperity of its people constitutes un-Henry CareyAlexander Hamilton
due interference. List points to Smith’s
primary maxim, laissez faire, laissez

passez (roughly, “let them do as they please”), and respondsmerce are inseparably connected, such that were any of them
to suffer any harm, the others would be materially affected. with, “a saying that is as pleasing to thieves, frauds, and rob-

bers as it is to the merchant, is therefore very suspicious asFollowing the family tradition, the son of Mathew Carey,
Henry Carey (1793-1879), also represented the tradition of a maxim.”

List elaborated three main components of his theory onthe American System, which became a policy of the state
when Abraham Lincoln was elected President of the United productive aptitude: the capital of nature, the capital of pro-

ductive material, and the capital of the mind, which he consid-States. Together, they developed a policy of industrialization
which contained the following elements: ered the most important. After 1830, List returned to Germany

to apply the American System.• The regulation of private banking and the issuance of
cheap credit and an abundant national currency, to protect the The American System had an abundance of defenders

throughout the world, such as in Japan, China, Russia, France,national economy from the predatory practices of private fi-
nanciers. Germany, Italy, Brazil, Argentina, Chile, Colombia, Peru,

Mexico, and of course the U.S.A.• High tariffs to protect growing industry and reduce im-
ports of products made by cheap labor. In Mexico, this protectionist current was represented by

Estevan Antuñano (1792-1846), an industrialist and defender• Government subsidies to extend the national railroad
network. of the Republic. He believed that the only way to make the

country independent was by promoting national infrastruc-• Public schools and free university education, free land
for agricultural production for farmers, and government pro- ture financed by the sovereign nation-state.

As a few excerpts of his writings reveal, he stated that,motion of agricultural and technological knowledge.
• This idea of national sovereignty should be recom- “for our Republic the promotion of industry is not a mere

calculation of convenience, but rather a point of honor andmended to all countries as the best way of attaining and guar-
anteeing true independence. of independence.”

Some of the policies he put forward are as follows:In 1826, Mathew Carey co-founded the Society for the
Promotion of Manufactures and Mechanical Arts in Pennsyl- • The absolute relaxation of laws regarding usurious

loans, to put into productive circulation the large capital de-vania, an organization which German economist Friedrich
List was introduced to by General Lafayette, the French hero posited in currency and jewels, that today are of no benefit

either to their owners or the public wealth.of the American Revolution. List met with both Careys on
various occasions, and it was through these meetings that List • The colonization of the coasts to increase consumption

and tropical agriculture.learned of Hamilton’s Reports.
In his correspondence from Reading, Pennsylvania in • Appreciation for and remuneration of those who cor-

rectly and consistantly dedicate themselves to and excel in1827, List stated that he would focus on “refuting the theory
of Adam Smith and company, whose errors are not yet under- discoveries and promotion of industry, to awaken interest in

productive and noble endeavors.stood as clearly as they should be.” In that correspondence,
List differentiates between the American System and the Brit- Another follower of this economic model was Carlos Ola-
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guı́bel, and here we briefly summarize some of his points for it, for its inefficacy is proven with each passing day. But
we will mention its main classical precursors: Adam Smith,a new economic program:

• Long-term, low-interest credit for the promotion of in- David Ricardo, and Thomas Malthus, among others. What
is worth mentioning is that the American System has beendustry;

• Protective tariffs, not only for consumer products but omitted from the university curriculum, while the British Sys-
tem has been discussed in both its forms: free-trade econom-also to promote the national production of machinery;

• Development of agriculture based on industrialization ics, and what has been falsely presented as its opposite, that
is, so-called “Marxism.”of the country;

• State investment for the building of industries neces- It is worth pointing out that Karl Marx and Friedrich Eng-
els knew the works of Friedrich List and Henry Carey, andsary for development.

In this sweep of history, we have been able to prove that wrote a 30-page diatribe against List. What upset Marx was
that List rejected materialism, and like Hamilton, insisted thatnations that have become great powers by basing themselves

on the principle of the General Welfare, owe their develop- “mental capital” is the true source of wealth. Marx and Smith
considered the human being to be a materialist without a soul,ment to the application of sovereign protectionism, which,

while allowing internal growth, at the same time, promotes and that’s why the Marxist system only functions according to
the parameters of the British System. Marxist thought resignsalliances with other nations based on the good neighbor

policy. itself to the idea that history must be treated as an affirmation
of the victory of the British System.As for the Br(u)tish System, we won’t take time to discuss

based. Under the mechanical vision of Aristotelian logic,
we would have to resign ourselves to living in the follow-
ing kind of world: a) legality is good; b) the election of
Calderón is legal. . . . Therefore, the election of CalderónPEDAGOGICAL 1
is good! The mistake seems to be clear in this case, butFighting for a Better be careful! Let’s examine our method of thinking, so it
may not be the case that by thinking in an erroneousCountry Is Not Logical
way, we end up working, without being aware of it, for
our adversary.

This is because the universe in which we live is not gov-
erned according to the laws of formal Aristotelian logic, It Can’t Be Seen Nor Felt,
where thought moves in only two directions, by thinking But It Is Present
that the only way of getting from A to B is by a straight Consider this poem by Gutierre de Cetin (1520-1557),
line: A—B. “Ojos claros, serenos” (“Eyes serene, so clear”):

However, as we can see in Pedagogical 2, in the case
of the doubling of the area of a square, a straight line does Si de un dulce mirar sois alabados
not work to get from one point to another, since a linear ¿Por qué, si me miráis, miráis airados?
action, upon doubling the length of the sides, generates a Si cuanto mas piadosos,
quadruple of the square, and not the double. If the Aristote- Más bellos parecéis a aquel que os mira.
lian postulate were true, the square of area 2 would not No me miréis con ira
exist. However, it does exist. Porque no parezcáis menos hermosos.

The paradox here, is that when faced with this conclu- ¡Ay, tormentos rabiosos!
sive fact, where the incompetence of this method of think- Ya que asi me miráis,
ing which does not get along very well with the simple Miradme al menos.
universe is demonstrated, there will still be those who de-
fend the teachings of Aristotle in school! What is the poem about? Does the idea exist, the

Within Aristotle and his followers’ formal logical sys- theme of which Cetina speaks, in any specific part of the
tem of thought, no real change is possible, his conception poem? Poetry speaks of realities that are not objective
of the nature of the physical universe being essentially (Ideas) by means which are not objective; that is to say,
static and negating the idea of dynamic transformation, metaphors. Even when the elements employed are objec-
upon which the method of hypothesis—vital for all scien- tive on paper, the words are nothing more than shadows
tific discovery and all Classical artistic composition—is of the realities they reference, and the written
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In his recent document, “How the Liberals Tried to Turn must recognize the interdependence of politics and econom-
ics with the Classical methods which underlie science and art,Engels’ Monkey into a Man,” LaRouche states that cycles of

history must be understood as the effect of the popularization represented most clearly in Classical tragedy, but also found
in other artistic manifestations.of a flawed method, and requires human volition as the princi-

ple of change in order to get out of the crisis. In times like these, in which lying is the most prevalent
behavior in society—the product of cultural decadence rootedLet’s not assume that the economy is something mystical,

controlled by “little green men” under the floorboards, where in hostility to scientific thinking and denial of truth—it be-
comes necessary to ask: On what should we base true knowl-we, the individuals, are only spectators. Rather, it is the volun-

tary process of self-perfection of nations and its citizens to edge? Those seeking the progress of humanity towards a polit-
ical ordering which more closely approximates the Platonicgenerate the means to guarantee the search for human happi-

ness in each individual of our Republic. concepts of the Good, the Beautiful, and the Just, and observ-
ing the ease with which a society allows itself to be dragged
into sorry forms of collective suicide, shall have to acknowl-Against a Tragedy on the Stage of History,

A Classical Idea edge that for the creation of a successful state, the notion of
truth becomes necessary.The threat of a New Dark Age which we face today, has

as its origin in the generalized violation of Classical principles Real politics is a form of Classical art, practiced according
to the principles which the great dramatists Shakespeare andof statecraft, in which each citizen should be educated before

finishing his elementary education. To understand history, we Schiller expressed in forms of composition and execution of

word is a shadow of shadows. . . . Then, why do you have generalization of statisticaldata, nor is time conceived of
a clear idea of somethingwhich, “objectively” does not as an one-directional line.
exist? This demonstrates that there exist indirect means to Consider the first two measures of the first chorus of
communicate with certainty mental objects from one mind J.S.Bach’s motet “Jesu, meine Freude” (see next page).
to another, which are more efficient than any formal The movement of the voices seems more like the end of
medium. an idea than the beginning. But, where does it come from?

If it is the end of something, where is the beginning? Now,
The Future Determines the Present if we considered music to be a succession of sounds, at the

We cannot discuss the future without starting from the end of measure 4 we have a simple chord of B major. At
fact that music, according to the principles of Classical the beginning of the following measure we have a chord
polyphony, does exist. The essential elements of musical of C major. Both chords are perfectly normal if they are
development start from the fact that human beings natural- played in isolation. If we play them one after the other,
ly have four types of singing voices, with biologically de- although it is logical (A—B), we get something meaning-
termined qualities. These function under the same scien- less. But in the context of the composition, the C “chord”
tific principles which determine the tuning of musical is one of great tension, a species of dissonance whose
notes, which principles were developed in large part by significance does not lie within itself but in the whole. We
J.S. Bach in what became known as the “well-tempered humans do not listen to music as a succession of chords,
system.” These elements generate Polyphony, which func- but as social dynamic processes determined by individual
tions in the same way that a society should function, where choices, and by the context social.
each one of the independent Now consider measures 17-19: the initial idea! The
voices moves in relation to the paradox is resolved: the beginning originates from the end!
whole, but without sacrificing Thus, it is the future which governs the present, and the
its liberty. vision of how we want the lives of those who follow us to

A universe in which great be, is what molds the actions we take today!
Classical music1—for exam-

1. Through Classical music, we come to understand the Platonic ideas ofple, that of J.S. Bach—exists,
the good, the beautiful, and the just. The modern form of Classical ideascannot be a universe congruent
are associated with the influence of the Renaissance, particularly those

with the Aristotelian reduc- of Nicholas of Cusa and his followers. For Classical composers we refer
tionist method, but rather one to J.S. Bach and his followers, whose method is the product of the estab-
congruent with the Platonic lishment of the well-tempered system of vocal polyphony, as is docu-

mented in A Manual of Tuning and Registration, by Lyndon H. LaRouchescientific vision, where the
and his collaborators.idea of science is not the boring

Joahnn Sebastian Bach
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J.S. Bach, Jesu, Meine Freude, Opening Chorale
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Drama has been one of the most in-
fluential forces, for good or evil, in the
fate of a culture. Pagan Rome and its per-
verse mass entertainment in the Arena ex-
emplifies this, as opposed to the more suc-
cessful, powerful, and revolutionary form
of drama which moved and inspired peo-
ple, produced by the leading intellectual
of the national liberation struggle of the
Prussian reformers, Friedrich Schiller.

This principle resides in the identifi-
cation of the protagonist’s tragic failure
to consciously and radically change the
destiny of a population whose customs
and popular institutions have brought it,
as in our present case, to the edge of the
abyss. The politician’s worst mistake is
his failure to break with flawed customs,EIRNS

that would prevent his nation’s popula-LYM organizers read Cervantes’ novel Don Quixote at Mexico City’s Zócalo plaza, at
tion and its posterity from plunging intothe encampment of supporters of López Obrador.
a terrible calamity. This principle of Clas-
sical drama is not based on appeal to the
senses, as are, for example, the cheap sen-

sationalism and unabashed irrationalism of certain currentspoetry and Classical tragedies. To the argument that art has
nothing to do with politics, as the former is an instrument of that convert drama into a forum for insanity, before an ever-

more brainwashed public. Victimized by reigning degrada-“entertainment and recreation of the masses,” and the latter
“objective activity, and organization of society,” we offer a tion, this public has ended up accepting ever more degenerate

“artistic forms.”couple of historical examples to support our statements.
Abraham Lincoln won a complicated war with the help In contrast, the principle of Classical tragedy is the So-

cratic principle of Truth, that which the audience recognizesof lessons learned from Shakespeare, which he presented as
guidelines to members of his Cabinet. On the other side, the as the efficient factors (intangible to the senses) that give form

to evolving developments.Nazis, prohibited the performances of Friedrich Schiller’s
plays Don Carlos and Wilhelm Tell, as they (correctly) con- To build an advanced society, it is crucial to distinguish

between the type of artistic activity which creates citizens,sidered them a call to overthrow the tyrants.
Politics bereft of beauty reflects a bestial conception of those individuals who freely contribute to the development

of the republic through their own intellectual transformation,man, where the creation of a society does not rest on the
uniquely human quality which renders man superior to the and those types of entertainment which either do not reflect

these qualities, or openly destroy all idea of a higher morality,beasts, and gives him the ability to transform himself, a qual-
ity shared with the Creator. In this latter point resides the all sense of historical responsibility, any notion of human

nature coherent with that quality of creative thought—innecessity of Classical art, possessing that quality of transmit-
ting truthful principles that it shares with science, in the task short, any notion of the Sublime, a principle at the center of

all Classical art, as the only thing which is “truly free.”of bringing society to the understanding of what the poet
Percy Bysshe Shelley called: “profound and impassioned The role of art is to enoble man and create an environment

of cultural optimism in the whole society. A society that rec-conceptions respecting man and nature.”
Contrary to the bestialization to which current “entertain- ognizes these principles would never have accepted so-called

“popular music,” which at best, is completely banal. Whilement of the masses” leads, the Classical artistic principles are
based on the highest levels of deliberation in the creation of we cannot deny that there are cultural manifestations that

spontaneously emerge from certain social groups, in whichnational policies, following the model of Plato’s Dialogues,
these being dramas which represented real political figures of these groups have located a large part of their identity, we

also cannot deny that these groups are the most regrettablethe time. Through the process of rediscovery of the Platonic
dialogue, the citizen experiences that quality through which victims of liberal politics hostile to progress and develop-

ment. We thus expose the incongruence and hypocrisy ofhe becomes increasingly efficient in the rational selection of
political decisions. Thus, all Classical artistic composition some groups, which, under cover of certain “sociological” or

“anthropological” indigenist theories, ignore the moral im-functions according to those principles of the Platonic
method. perative to provide justice for these people, who live in misery
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and are the “object of erudite study” by those who, in theory,
defend their rights. Yet these same sociologists and anthropol-
ogists appear unwilling to offer these populations the opportu-
nity to exchange their unfortunate circumstances for justice
and prosperity. PEDAGOGICAL 2

Therefore, any national project based on particularities What Defines What We See?resulting from lack of development must be rejected, as it
excludes the principle of truthfulness discussed previously.
This is not based on any course of literary criticism or class- The line is said to be a succession of points, and the defini-
room musical salons, or on any “sociological” or “anthropo- tion of a point is that which has no volume, no area, and
logical” theory as such, but rather on undeniable reality. These no length, as Euclid defines it. How is it, that without length
traditional manifestations shouldn’t be proscribed, but must or with a length of zero, the succession of points at a given
give way, thanks to development, to a higher notion of art moment becomes a line? And what’s more, how would
which lies in the unique ability of the individual human mind you generate from this axiom a method for constructing a
to discover universal physical principles validated experi- form capable of reproducing lines which are proportional
mentally, through which the human mind is capable of pro- to each other? You would have to understand where it truly
ducing a qualitatively conscious increase in “ecological po- comes from (Figure 1).
tential” that positively affects the entirety of the human race.
We derive from this notion that Classical art belongs to all
mankind.

As for our absolute rejection of certain forms of bestiality,
0 1such as “popular music,” including some of the most degener-

Figure 1 As the circle completes each full rotation, itate forms, such as “rock” and “electronic music,” among oth-
defines the lines on the plane.ers, it’s not that we refuse to accept the scientific proof of

its validity that their followers might present. It’s that they
themselves refuse to offer any proof that might make them That’s how it is! It is only with circular action that you

can obtain the way to determine whatever lines you want,legitimate. They instead base their fierce defense on a cult
of personal taste, or on the arbitrariness of certain pseudo- but it does not simply end there. Let’s see what else the

circle tells us when trying to go from a square of area 1 tosociological “laws,” obstinately refusing to submit their artis-
tic conceptions to the test of fire of the Platonic principle of a square whose area is 2 (Figure 2).
Truth, which through Socratic dialogue, clearly proves the

A

A A

essence—true or false—to which it is reduced. Figure 2 The squares
above are smaller than
the big one locatedScience and Art
below. Can youBy a valid discovery of a universal physical principle, we determine what is the

mean something we cannot touch with the senses, but rather relationship among these
an idea through which the power of man to survive is in- three squares as point A

moves along thecreased in a tangible way. This increase generates measurable
circumference? One ofeffects, which are therefore real, but the efficient causes of
the squares grows whilethose changes cannot be detected by the senses. the other decreases, and

These principles of mental activity are the basis for pre- vice versa. Discover the
paring the individual’s mind to attain a quality of truthfulness relationship between the

proportion of angleswhich scientific knowledge shares with Classical art forms.
alpha and beta at everyThis is indispensable for scientific progress, and to avoid the
instance of movement,cultural flaws such as those visible in the world today. The and the proportion of the squares. Now determine at what

source of authority of Classical art for statecraft and the cre- point of the process you would have a square of area 1, of
ation of republics, is that it is the most appropriate means to 2, and of 3 in relation to area 4 which does not change.

Prove the hypothesis of whether the circle can define notadduce the relative truthfulness of ideas by which a nation
only the lines, but also the areas (the squares).chooses to carry about its business.

To summarize: A successful state is based on the determi-
If you were able to visualize the continuous propor-nation of whether the artistic composition emerging from it

satisfies the following essential requirements: tional process of the squares along the circumference, you
are now ready to continue, and make this idea yours, which1. It must never depart from natural beauty (beautiful

forms as they occur in nature), based on the harmonic negen-
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shall not be a difficult task if your commitment is to find the cube. . . . Starting with a cube of volume 1, how would
real solutions to the crisis of our civilization. you construct a cube of volume 2? Archytas makes use of

In the previous challenge, it was easy to determine that three continuous processes based on circular action to be
the radius of the circumference generates the square of able to master this process of greater complexity, con-
area 1 and the diameter of the square of area 4. The interest- structing the cone, torus, and cylinder, functioning simul-
ing thing is to find the proportions between these to find taneously like a three-voice musical piece for piano (Fig-
the areas we are looking for (2 and 3). (See Figures 3 ure 5).
and 4.)

A

x

-1 0 1

Figure 3 The radius of the length (1) is to the
hypotenuse (x) as hypotnuse (x) is to diameter 2, which
can be expressed as: 1:x::x:2. Or more simply, the square Figure 5 In the doubling of the square, we need one
of area 1 is to that of 2 as the square of 2 is to 4, which is geometric mean, since, geometrically, from 1 to 4 you
constructed in the diameter (1:2::2:4). need 2, as 1 is to 2 as 2 2is to 4 (1:2::2:4). Now the

If you play close attention, you will have no difficulty in question is: With a side of length 1, you have a cube of
observing that the relationship between triangle (0,−1,A) volume 1 with a side of 2, you have a volume of 8. How
and triangle (1,A,1) is the same one we need in order to many geometric means are there? 1:2:4:8 and these
make the square of area 2. means generate triangle OPA, which is generated by the

.5

W

1.5Q
0 A

intersection of the half-torus (vertical circle) and the
Figure 4 Leg 1.5 of the horizontal circular cylinder, moving continuously at the
triangle is to hypotenuse w point in which the length of the radius intersects that of the
as hypotenuse w—which diameter by two geometric means OQ and OP, forming
will now be leg w of the the following ratio:
next triangle—will be to 2, 1:OQ::OQ:OP::OP:2, since OQ2=OP and 2OQ=OP2,
its hypotenuse. The which then OQ4=2OQ where OQ4/OQ=2, so that OQ3=2 and
is expressed as: OQ=the cube root of 2, and in this way you obtain the
1.5:w::w:2, or speaking of cube root of 4. Have fun!
the squares which these
lines form 2.25:3::3:4. Is
line w a hypotenuse or a leg of a triangle? Explain this In fact, between 1 and 8 there are two geometric
paradox to yourself, and your concept of a geometric means. As has been said already, geometry alone is the
mean will improve. most efficient projection of the world of ideas. That is

why Archytas developed this construction which projects
If you have followed this pedagogical this far, you will the idea which generates the two mean proportions which

become aware that certain lower geometries are defined we need in the physical world, and which give us the
by higher processes, as we saw with circular action. Do side of the cube we are looking for, the cube root of 2
you think politics functions in the same way? It is these and the cube root of 4.
different levels that the Greeks called powers or “dy- This is the method which leaders of this country must
namis”, and we have to be clear that these illustrations are master to know how to affect the transcendantal processes
merely shadows of the way our universe functions, and the upon which the dynamic functioning of our country de-
way it always unfolds as proportional processes, such as pends, and, in that way, avoid work which, although well-
economic processes between nations. intentioned, wears us down personally and as a move-

Let’s conclude now with the idea of a continuous func- ment. We must act like the universe, based on least action,
tion. We have developed a simple process (the line), a and then we will triumph, because, as Martin Luther King
double one (the square), and let’s look at the paradox of said, it is then that we shall have a cosmic ally.



tropic relationships congruent with the Golden Section.2 Contrary to the empirical method, modern physical sci-
ence is the practice of cognition by which you are able to2. Something that is simply arbitrary or departs from the

confines of natural beauty cannot be art. However, the mere discover, or as Plato would say, “remember,” the universal
principle from which your human nature is derived, and un-imitation of natural beauty is not art. Art is what employs, and

does not deviate from natural beauty, but makes use of that derstand the principles that generate the “shadows” or the
effects that present themselves as paradoxes in the materialenvironment to carry out creative activity. Classical beauty is

not a sensual object, but rather a relationship among people, world (see Book 6 of Plato’s Republic).
This is the fundamental principled dispute: the existenceand between the cognitive processes of the artist and the

public. of principles against the idea that the only thing that exists is
what we can perceive with our senses. The point here is: To3. The proper unity of science and art is essential, as the

complete and integral incarnation of the qualities of the hu- what does matter respond? Does an atom behave the same
way in air (abiotic) as it behaves in a living body? What existsman mind that distinguish man from beast. A universal hu-

manist Classical education demands such a unity. in the universe that determines the behavior of this atom in
different ways? As Vernadsky correctly notes, there are three4. Such art never descends to the banality of pure enter-

tainment, but rather expresses a spiritual quality of cognitive phase-spaces—the abiotic, the biosphere, and the Nöosphere.
In each of these, the different atoms (isotopes) order them-human processes, which celebrate the law that each man and

woman is created in the image of the Creator of this universe. selves in a different and higher-level way, and the principles
that govern these phase-spaces are acting beyond simple mat-Herein lies the superior moral authority which, as Shelley

affirms, presents the poets as humanity’s true legislators. ter and are connected among themselves. Physically, these
phase-spaces continuously exchange matter. The form and
order of matter depend on the principle governing phase-The Struggle of Modern Physical Science

I have recognized from experience that those who are space in which it is found (see Box: “What Defines What
We See?”)completely Cartesian are not capable of discovery;

there have been many beautiful discoveries since Des-
cartes, but, as far as I know, not one of them has come Conclusion

What we have to have make clear in any historical change,from a true Cartesian. Descartes himself had a rather
limited mind. He excelled all people in speculation, are the ideas upon which a Republic is founded. What is

important are not the particulars of certain laws or rules, butbut he discovered nothing useful for the portion of life
which falls under the senses, and nothing useful in the ideas based on natural law, establishing that government and

society pursue the happiness of its individuals. And this ispractice of the arts.—Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz
what should govern the institutions as well as the actions
of individuals.As opposed to modern experimental science, Cartesian

empiricism reduces the individual’s knowledge to the Our objective is to make something beautiful of our lives,
taking responsibility for changing history, as LaRouche de-“world” of the senses, while Leibniz advocates the idea that

man is created in the image of the Creator, and as such, is velops in his document “The Historical Individual” (see
www.larouchepub.com):capable of participating in the continuous development of

creation, thus elevating him to the level of understanding “On this account, the exceptional political leader who
rescues his people from the precipice of self-inflicted culturalthose principles that are beyond the reach of the senses. This

is the conception of science and of man that gave rise to collapse, performs a function which expresses the same char-
acteristics as the discovery of an experimentally validatedthe Renaissance.

This Renaissance tradition inspired by the science known universal physical principle. Rather than arguing for remedies
within the bounds of the generally accepted culture whichas Sphaerics and the works of Kepler on planetary orbits

is what led Leibniz to the development of the infinitesimal threatens to destroy that nation, the valid leader for a time
of such crisis, does exactly what Shakespeare’s self-doomedcalculus, and his dynamic and anti-entropic conception of

the universe. Hamlet refused to do. The adequate leader for a moment at
the brink of systemic crisis, like the scientific discoverer at aThis vision of dynamics is defended today by Lyndon

LaRouche, as a representative of the Leibnizian tradition critical juncture in his work, must lead the nation away from
its suicidal instinct, to adopt sweeping changes in the axiom-which laid the basis for the founding of the first republics

in America. atic assumptions on which that society has been operating up
to that point. The would-be, ‘practical leader,’ who seeks

2. Leonardo da Vinci (1452-1519) and Luca Pacioli (c. 1445-c. 1517) identi- approval from the authority of prevalent popular opinion be-
fied that the geometry of living processes differs from those of non-living fore acting, is, like Hamlet, a menace to his nation. The needed
ones,due to self-similargrowthcongruent with theGoldenSection, a geomet-

leader, is an exceptional individual.”rical characteristic present in a logarithmic spiral, found also in the relation-
This, thus, is our mission, principally as young adults overship between the side of the pentagon and its diagonal, equivalent to the so-

called “golden mean.” the next fifty years of the planet.
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Framatom

NASA

Scientific development

U.S. Bureau of Reclamation

Infrastructure Projects

North America: NAWAPA-Plus

Dams

Nuclear energy

Tokamak

The central responsibility of the government of a nation is: the 
general welfare of the population, ensuring:
• Water
• Transportation
• Energy

Upon these physical economic foundations, the individuals of a Republic can develop,
able to realize discoveries of universal physical principles which improve the conditions
of life of subsequent generations.


